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Abstract 

It is well known that the disjoint union of terminating term rewriting systems 
does not yield a terminating system in general. We show that this undesirable 
phenomenon vanishes if one implements term rewriting by graph reduction: given 
two terminating term rewrite systems 7~o and 7~1, the graph reduction system 
implementing 7~0 -F T~1 is terminating. In fact, we prove the stronger result that 
the graph reduction system for the union ~o U T~ 1 is terminating provided that the 
left-hand sides of ~i  have no common function symbols with the right-hand sides 
of 7~1-i (i = O, 1). 

The implementation is complete in the sense that it computes a normal form 
for each term over the signature of R0 u 7~1. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The operational semantics of algebraic specification languages are usually based on term 
rewriting (see, e.g., [BCV 85], [BHK 89], [EM 85], [FG3M 85], [GH 86]). In this con- 
text, confluence and termination are particularly relevant properties of term rewriting 
systems. Hence, when specifications are structured as combinations of smaller sub- 
specifications, the question arises whether these properties are preserved by a given 
combination mechanism. 

Recently, research in this direction has been started by,considering the disjoint union 
T£0 +7~1 of two term rewriting systems 7"£o and 7~1: the rule set of 7£o ~-7~1 is the union of 
the rules of T~ and T£1 where the function symbols occurring in T~ and 7~1 are disjoint 
(or are made disjoint by renaming). Toyama [Toy 87a] proves that 7~o + 7~1 is confluent 
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if both components are confluent. However, the corresponding result for termination 
does not hold, as the following counterexample [Toy 87b] shows: 

Re : f (0 ,1 ,  x) -4 x, x) 

: o r ( x , y ) - 4  x, 
or(x, y) -4 y 

Re and T~I are terminating, while Re + T£1 is not: f ( o r ( 0 , 1 ) ,  o r ( 0 , 1 ) ,  o r ( 0 , 1 ) )  re- 
duces in three steps to itself. Examples given by Barendregt and Klop (see [Toy 871)]) 
and Drosten [Dro 89] show that  not even the disjoint union of convergent (i.e. confluent 
and terminating) systems is guaranteed to terminate. 

Sufficient conditions for the termination of the disjoint union of terminating term 
rewrite systems are given by Ganzinger and Giegerich [GG 87], Rusinowitch [Rus 87], 
Drosten [Dro 89], Middeldorp [Mid 89a], and Toyama, Klop and Barendregt [TKB 89]. 
These authors impose various restrictions upon the involved rewrite systems. (See also 
[Mid 89b] for results on conditional term rew~,iting systenr~.) 

In this paper we show that  these restrictions can be dropped if term rewriting is imple- 
mented by graph reduction. More precisely, we use the framework of juTtgle evtthtation 
[HP 88] where terms are represented by (hyper-)graphs and term rewrite rules are trans- 
lated into graph reduction rules such that graph reduction steps correspond to (parallel) 
term rewriting steps. Let G(T£) denote the graph reduction system corresponding to a 
term rewriting system 7£. Then G(7~) implements T£ in the following sense: if a term 

is represented by a graph G and G = ~  fir is a reduction with fir in normal form (i.e., ¢(~) 
no rule in Q(7~) is applicable), then fir represents a normal form of t 

In [HP 88] it is shown that  G(7~) is terminating if 7£ is terminating. However, the 
converse does not hold and we will see that G(Re +7~1) is terminating whenever Re and 
7£1 are terminating, no matter  whether 7~0 + 7~1 is terminating or not. As an example, 
consider the term rewriting systems R0 and 7~1 shown above. Starting with the tree 
representation of f (or  ( 0 , 1 ) ,  or  ( 0 , 1 ) ,  or (0 ,1 ) )  we get the following graph reduction 
steps 1: 

f f f f 

S- l-h ¢-l-h ¢-Ih I{17 
or or or =~ 0 or or =~ 0 1 or =~ or 

/\ / \  /\ /\ /\ /\ I\ 
0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  

f f 

At this stage only one further step is possible: either [ [ ]  or [ [ ]  is computed, 

0 1 
both representing normal forms of the input term. 

The crucial point for the termination of the above reduction is the application of the 
graph reduction rule corresponding to f(0, 1, x) -4 f(x, x, x). While two copies of the 

1Garbage arising from reduction steps is not depicted. 
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subterm matched by x are produced in the term case, graph reduction only introduces 
two additional pointers to this argument. As a consequence, the three occurrences of 
o r (0 ,1 )  in ~ ( o r ( 0 , 1 ) , o r ( 0 , 1 ) , o r ( 0 , 1 ) )  are represented only once and cannot be 
rewritten independently. Actually, Rusinowitch [Rus 87] shows that the disjoint union 
of term rewriting systems preserves termination if no such duplicating rules are present. 

The disjoint union is a rather restrictive combination mechanism for term rewriting 
systems, in view of the disjointness requirement. This requirement may be relaxed by 
considering the union 7?.0 U 7~1 of two term rewriting systems. Sufficient conditions for 
the termination of 7~o U ~ l  are given by Bachmair and Dershowitz [BD 86]. They show 
that the termination of 7£0 and 7£1 implies the termination of 7£0 U T£1 provided that 
is left-linear, 7~i is right-linear, and there is no overlap between the left-hand sides of 
T¢~o and the right-hand sides of 7~1. (The overlap condition implies that no fight-hand 
side in 7~1 is a single variable.) 

In section 3 we consider the union 7~0 U 7£1 where the left-hand sides of 7~ have no 
common function symbols with the right-hand sides of 7~1_~ (i = 0, 1). Our main result 
states that in this case the termination of 7£o and 7~1 guarantees the termination of 
~(7~ U 7~1) without further restrictions. In fact, the termination of T£0 and 7~ 1 is not 
necessary for the termination of ~(T£0 U 7~1): it su~ces that ~(T£0) and ~(7~1) are 
terminating. 

This result shows that terminating graph reduction implementations can, with respect 
to termination, be safely combined as long as the left- and right-hand sides of the 
corresponding term rewrite systems are disjoint in the described manner. The resulting 
system is guaranteed to terminate although the underlying term rewrite system may 
fail to terminate. In particular, this result together with the termination theorem from 
[HP 88] (see section 2 below) shows that the union [.~i=1 7~ of a family of terminating 
term rewrite systems (7~;)i=1,...,,, has a terminating graph reduction implementation, 
provided these systems satisfy the above disjointness condition pairwise. 

2 Jungle Evaluation 

This section provides an introduction to jungle evaluation ([HKP 88], [HP 88]), being 
the setting in which our result is proved. We assume that the reader is familiar with 
basic notions of term rewriting (see for example [DJ 90], [Klo 90]). 

We pursue a many-sorted approach. Let SIG = (S, F)  be a signature, that is, S is a 
set of sorts and F is a set of function symbols such that each / E F has a string of 
argument sorts s l . . .  sn E S* and a result sort s E S. A function symbol f is written 
f : s l . . .  s,, --) s when the argument and result sorts matter. 

A hypergraph G = (Vo, Eo, so, to, Io, raG) over SIG consists of a finite set Va of nodes, 
a finite set Eo of hyperedges (or edges for short), two mappings sG : Eo --* V~ and 
to : Ea  -'~ V~, assigning a string of source nodes and a string of target nodes to each 
hyperedge, and two mappings lo : Vo ~ S and m o :  Eo --* F,  labeling nodes with sorts 
and hyperedges with function symbols. 
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A hypergraph G over ,fIG is a jungle if 

• the labeling of G is compatible with `fiG, tha t  is, for each e E Eu ,  
mu(e)  = f :  s l . . .  s ,  -~ s implies l~(so(e)) = s and l~(IoCe)) = s l . . .  s , ,  

• ou tdegreeo(v)  < I for each v E Vo, 

• G is acyelic. 

Example. Assume that $1G contains a sort nat and function symbols 

0 : --4 nat, 

succ, fib : nat ~ nat, 

+ : nat nat -~ nat. 

Then  the following hypergraph is a jungle over `fiG. 

Nodes are drawn as circles and hyperedges as boxes, bo th  with their  labels wri t ten 
inside. A llne wi thout  arrow-head connects a hyperedge with its unique source node, 
while arrows point  to the target  nodes (if there are any). The  arrows are arranged from 
left to right in the order given by the target mapping, n 

When S/G-terms shall be  represented by jungles, nodes without  outgoing hyperedge 
serve as variables. The  set of all such nodes in a jungle G is denoted by VARG. (Note 
that  as a consequence of this definition each variable occurs only once in a jungle.) The  
te rm represented by  a node v is then defined by 

v if v E VARa, 

terma(v)  = rnc (e ) t e rm~( t c ( e ) )  otherwise, where e is the unique 
hyperedge with su(e)  = v. 

For instance, if v is the left one of the two topmost  nodes in the above example, then 
termu(v)  = ( x +  0) + s u c c ( x + 0 )  (in infix notat ion)  where x is the unique variable node 
in G. 

2Given a mapping g : A-*B, the extension g* : A*--*B* is defined by g*(A) = A and g*(aw) = 
g(a)g*(to) for all a E A, to E A*. Here A denotes the empty string. 
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For defining reduction rules and reduction steps we need structure preserving mappings 
between jungles. A jungle  m o r p h i s m  g : G ~ H consists of two mappings g v  : Vu --~ VH 

and gE : Ec--~ E t /wh ich  preserve sources, targets, and labels, that  is, SH o gE = gv  o SO, 

t~I O gE = g~ 0 tO, IH O g v  = IU, and m H  o g~ = m o .  

Now we are ready to translate term rewrite rules into evaluat ion rules. For motivations 
and further details, however, we refer to [HP 88]. 

Let T~ be a term rewriting system over S I G ,  i.e., each rule I---*r in T~ consists of two 
S/G-terms I and r of equal sort such that  l is not a variable and all variables in r occur 
already in I. Given a rule l--* r from T~, the corresponding evaluation rule (L ~ K .~b R) 
consists of three jungles L , K , R  and jungle morphisms K ~-~ L and b : K ~ R such that :  

• L is a variable-collapsed tree s with t e rmL(rooQ, )  = I. 

• K is the subjungle of L obtained by removing the edge outgoing from roaQ,. 

• R is constructed from K as follows: if r is a variable, then rootL is identified with 
the node r; otherwise, R is the disjoint union of K and a variable-collapsed t r e e / ~  
with terrn~t,(rootR,) = r where rootR, is identified with rootL and each ~: E VARR, 
is identified with its counterpart  in V A R K .  

t K ~ L and b : K --* R are inclusions with the possible exception tha t  b identifies 
rootL with some variable. 

R e m a r k .  For simplicity we choose R to be as little collapsed as possible. Other forms 
of R may be used as well, including the one where R is "fully collapsed" (cf. [HP 88]). 

E x a m p l e .  The following picture shows the evaluation rule fer the rewrite rule 
suc¢(n) + m --~ succ(n + m) (where • depicts a nat-labeled node): 

m 

Q 

The application of an evaluation rule (L ~ K .~b R) to a jungle G requires to find 
an occurrence of L in G and works then analogously to the construction of K and R 
described above: 

• Find a jungle morphism g : L -* G. 

• Remove the edge outgoing from gv( roo tL ) ,  yielding a jungle D. 

3That is, there is a unique node rootz, with indegreeL(rootL) = 0 and only variables may have an 
indegree greater than I. 
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• The resulting jungle H is obtained from D like R is constructed from K: if r is a 
variable, then gv(rootL) is identified with gv(r); otherwise, H is the disjoint union 
of D and the variable-collapsed tree R' where rootR, is identified with gv(rootL) 
and each z E VARR, is identified with gv(x). 

The set of all evaluation rules for rewrite rules in 7~ is denoted by £. We write G = ~  H £ 
if H is the result of applying a rule from £ to G and call this an evaluation sgep. For the 
resulting jungle H only its structure and labeling matters. So each jungle H'  isomorphic 4 
to H is allowed as a result of this evaluation step as well. We require, however, that 
variable nodes are not renamed. 

Evaluation steps rewrite certain terms represented by a jungle. But there is a problem 
with evaluation rules for non-left-linear rewrite rules: since the left-hand side L of such 
a rule is not a tree, there may be no jungle morphism from L to a jungle G although the 
underlying term rewrite rule is applicable to a term represented by G. This happens 
if a shared variable in L corresponds to different occurrences of a subterm in G. To 
overcome this problem we introduce folding rules which allow to compress a jungle such 
that equal subterms are represented by the same node. 

For each function symbol in F there is a folding rule (L ~ K ~ R): 

For each function ~ ~  < ~ ~ ) ~ 
symbol f : s l . . .  s~ --* s: 

~r denotes the set of all folding rules for F. The application of a folding rule to a jungle 
G is called a folding s~ep and works as follows: 

• Find a jungle morphism g : L --* G with gE injective. 

• Remove gs(e), where e is the unique edge in L -  K. 

• Identify gv(v) and gv(v'), where v and v' are the two source nodes in L. 

If H is the resulting jungle, then this folding step is denoted by G ==~ H. Again we allow ~r 
each jungle isomorphic to H as a result of this folding step (but require that variables 
are not renamed). 

The jungles involved in the construction of an evaluation or folding step are related by 
jungle morphlsms in the following way: 

4Two jungles G and H are said to be isomorphic, denoted by G ~ H, if there is a jungle morphisrn 
g : G--* H wi th  gv  and g s  bijective. 

symbol c :--* s: 
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L ~-" K ~ R 

G , - ~ D - %  H 

In fact, this diagram represents two pushouts in a category of hypergraphs and hyper- 
graph morphisms (see [Ehr 79] for a category theoretic approach to graph rewriting). 

Evaluation and folding steps are called reduction steps in the following and for each 
such reduction step we have a mapping track : VG --* VH which coincides with cv in the 
above diagram (note that VG = VD). 

We conclude this section with two main theorems from [HP 88]. Let ~(7~) ---- £ U .,~ 
be the set of all evaluation and folding rules for ~ and let ==~ and ~ denote the 

reduction step relation and its transitive reflexive closure, respectively. 

2.1 N o r m a l  F o r m  T h e o r e m  
Let G = ~  H be a reduction such that H is in normal form (i.e. no rule in ~(7~) is 

applicable). Then for each node v in G, terrnH(track(v)) 5 is a normal form ofterrnG(v). 

2.2 T e r m i n a t i o n  T h e o r e m  
If 7Z is terminating, then Q(TZ) is terminating, too. 

Both theorems together provide a completeness result for the implementation of ter- 
minating term rewrite systems by jungle evaluation. To rewrite a term t to normal 
form one represents t by some jungle and applies evaluation and folding rules as long as 
possible. This process terminates and yields a jungle which represents a normal form of 
t. In particular, if 7Z is also confluent, then this procedure delivers the unique normal 
form of t .  

3 Terminat ion of  Combined Reduct ion  Sys tems  

In this section we prove that combined jungle reduction systems inherit the termination 
property from their components. For i = 0, 1 let TQ be a term rewriting system with 
signature SIGI = (Si, F/) and let ~i = £i U Jr/be the set of all evaluation andfolding rules 
for 7~. All jungles considered in the following are jungles over the combined s ignature  
( So U S,, Fo U F, ). s 

3.1 Main Theorem 
Let the left-hand sides of 7Zi have no common function symbols with the right-hand sides 
of 7Z,_i ({ = 0,1). Then Q0 U ~, is terminating if and only if Q0 and Q1 are terminating. 

O 

SHere track denotes the obvious extension of the track-functlon to sequences of reduction steps. 
6We assume that each f E Fo U F1 has unique argument and result sorts in So U $1. 
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Since the "only if"-direction is obvious we assume from now on that Q0 and G, are 
terminating (and that 7~o and 7~, satisfy the disjointness condition of the theorem). 

For i = 0, 1 let SIG ° be the subsignature of SIGi consisting of all function symbols 
occurring in the rules of 9~i and all associated argument and result sorts; LEFT(T~) 
denotes the set of all function symbols occurring in the left-hand sides of 7"¢i. For each 
jungle G and i = 0,1 let 

• G i be the sub jungle z consisting of all nodes and edges with label in SIG.°,, 

• £(G i) be the subjungle consisting of all edges with label in LEFT(7~) and all 
source and target nodes of these edges (hence £(G ~) is a subjungle of G~), and 

• G # be the number of edges with label in tEFT(7~o) f3 tEFT(T¢I). 

For proving theorem 3.1 we exploit the fact that in each reduction over Go U G1 the 
number G # remains constant after a finite number of steps (lemma 3.2). From this 
point on the application of Gi-rules affects G 1-i in a way described by an extension of 

which is still terminating. As a consequence, every infinite reduction over Q0 U QI 

can be transformed into an infinite sequence of extended ........ :--steps for some i E {0,1}. 

3.2 L e m m a  
For all jungles G, H: 

G ~ H implies G # >_ H #. 
~oU~ 

P r o o f  
Let G==~ H through a r u l e r  = ( L ~ - ~ I t ' b R ) .  Then H # = (G # - L  # ) + R  #. So 

OoU¢~ 
it suffices to show L # > R #. Folding rules have this property by construction. If 
r is an evaluation rule, then L # >_ K # = R # since, by assumption, no symbol in 
LEFT(T~) n I, EFT(7~I) occurs in any right-hand side of T~ U 7~1. r3 

The key to the proof of theorem 3.1 is to consider the "fusion" of two jungle nodes, 
where at least one of the nodes is a variable. We define a relation -,~ on jungles as 
follows: 

G-.~ H if H is (isomorphic to a jungle) obtained from G by 
identification of a variable with some other node. 

3.3 L e m m a  
For i = 0,1, the relation ==~ U--~ is terminating on SIGi-jungles. 

P r o o f  
Each -,~-step decreases the number of variables in a jungle by one while ==~-steps do 

not change this number. Hence each sequence of ==~- and -.~-steps contains only a finite 

number of -.-,-steps and the proposition follows from the termination of ==~. n 

7A jungle U is called a s, bj, ngle of a jungle G, denoted by U C_ G, if Vu C_ Va, gu C Ba, and if 
su,tu,lu,mu are restrictions of the corresponding mappings of G. 
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In the following ~- stands for the set ~'0 U ~'I of all folding rules. It is clear that ~ is 

terminating since each folding step decreases the number of nodes by one. 

The next lemma reveals the basic idea for the proof of theorem 3.1. It describes the 
effect of an ~-step on the SIGl_~-part of a jungle. 

3.4 L e m m a  
Let G ===~ H and U C G I-~ for some i 6 {0,1}. If G a = H a, then there is U C H I-~ 

£1US: 

such that 

U ----- ~ or U'--~ ~ or U ==~ 0. 

P r o o f  
Case I: G==~H. Let e be the edge in £(G ~) which is deleted. By assumption, the 

evaluation step does not create edges with label in ZEFT(TQ_~). With G a = H a follows 
e ¢ £(G*-i), as otherwise G a > H a. 

We conclude e ~ G ~-~ since the label of c does not occur in muy rlght-hand side of ~1-i. 
So the evaluation step can change the structure of U only through the identification 
of two nodes. (That is, if no such identification takes place, then H 1-~ contains an 
isomorphic copy U of U.) Assume that there are nodes vl,v2 in U with vl # v2 hut 
track(v1) = track(v~). Then either vl or v2 is the source node of c. But this node is a 
variable in U because e ¢ G 1-i. Hence U-,~ U with ~ C H 1-i. 

Case ~: G ~ H. There is a unique surjective jungle morphism fold : G-~ H with ~c 

fold v = track. Let e~,e2 be the two edges in G with e, # e2 but fold(el) = fold(c2). 
If el, e2 6 U, then the applied folding rule is in ~'1-i and we have U ==~fold(U) where 

-r l  --i 

fold(U) C H ~-~. Otherwise, a simple case analysis shows that either U ~ fold(V) or 
fold(U), o 

To assemble the proof of the main theorem we need one more lemma which allows to 
restrict evaluation steps to sub jungles. 

3.5 L e m m a  
Let G==~H and U C G i for some i  6 {0,1}. If £(G ~) C U, then U ~ X  where £i -- -- £i 

£(m) c_ x c_ H 

P r o o f  
If £(G i) C U, then the occurrence of the left-hand side of the applied rule lies in 
U. Hence there is a restricted step U ~ X C_ H (for a proof see the CLIP-theorem 

£~ 

in [Xre Clearly we have X H i. Moreover, X holds since edges 
produced by the evaluation step belong to X. [3 

3.6 P r o o f  of  t h e  M a i n  T h e o r e m  
Suppose that there is an infinite sequence 

G~ ~ G~ ~ Gs ==~ . . .  
goUg~ ~ou~ ~ou[~ 

The sequence contains infinitely many ===~-steps for some i 6 {0, 1}, since ~ is ter- 

minating. Without loss of generality we may assume that there are infinitely many 
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~Y-steps. Lemma 3.2 implies that G~ remains constant after a finite number of steps. 

Hence there is an infinite sequence 

~ u.~ ~ E, u~" 

such that H~ = H$+, for n > 1. 

Consider some step H ==~ ]~' in the above sequence and some subjungle U of H saris- 
£, U~" 

fying £(H °) C_ U C_ H °. By lemma 3.4 there is 0 _C ~o  such that U ~ 0 or U-,~ 0 
or U ==~ U. We also have £(]E/"°) C 0 because the reduction step does not create edges 

~'o 
with label in ZEFT(7?.o). Combined with lemma 3.5, this shows that there is an infinite 
sequence 

U1 o U2 U3 u, " 
toU~o 

where [71 = H ° and where ~,~ denotes the transitive isomorphic closure of -,~. But this 
contradicts the termination of ==* U-,~ (lemma 3.3) since all the U, are SIGo-jungles. 

eou~o 0 
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